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Abstract
The notion of the weighted core inverse in a ring with involution was introduced, recently
[Mosic´ et al. Comm. Algebra, 2018; 46(6); 2332-2345]. In this paper, we explore new
representation and characterization of the weighted core inverse of sum and difference of
two weighted core invertible elements in ring with involution under different conditions.
Further, we discuss reverse order laws and mixed-type reverse order laws for the weighted
core invertible elements in a ring.
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Additive property.
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1. Introduction
Core inverses, introduced in [1, 2], have been frequently investigated over the past few years
[31, 32]. Indeed, right weak generalized inverse proposed earlier in [3, 8], which was renamed
as the core inverse. The authors of [25] have extended the concept of core inverse to the
Hilbert space operators. Rakic´ et al. in [26] discussed the notion core and dual core inverse
in rings with involution, then, a few characterizations of core inverses discussed in [33]. In
generalizations of the core inverses and the dual core inverses; Mosic´ et al. in [21] introduced
the definitions of the weighted core inverse and the weighted dual core inverse in a ring with
involution. More results on the weighted core inverse can be found in [19]. The vast literature
on the core and weighted core inverses [5] with its multifarious extensions in different areas
of mathematics [13], motivate us study more new representation and characterization of the
weighted core inverse in a ring.
Main contributions of this manuscript are as follows.
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• Derived a few explicit expressions for the sum and difference of two weighted core
(weighted dual core) invertible elements.
• A few necessary and sufficient conditions for reverse order are established.
The explicit expression of sum and difference elements of generalized inverses plays a signif-
icant role in applied and computational mathematics [15, 12]. Therefore, many researchers
pay attention to investigate additive properties in different fields, including operators [6, 9],
matrices [15], tensors [28] and elements of rings with involution [32]. In the paper, we derive
explicit expression for the weighted core inverse of the sum two weighted core invertible
elements in a ring under various conditions.
It is natural to ask in the theory of generalized inverse that, when the ordinary reverse
order law
(AB)−1 = B−1A−1
can be applied in the generalized inverse case. The answer to this query was first studied in
[16] with a few necessary and sufficient conditions on the reverse order law for the Moore-
Penrose inverse in from of rectangular matrices [30, 29]. From that time, reverse order law
for generalized inverses have significantly impacted many areas of science and engineering
in the context of matrices [4], operators [10], tensors [24, 27] and elements of rings with
involution [34, 23]. In particular, Koliha et al. [18] discussed the reverse order law for
the MoorePenrose invertible elements and Liu et al. [20] derived some equivalences of the
reverse order law for the group invertible elements in a ring. Further, the authors of [34]
have discussed a few one-sided reverse order law and two-sided reverse order law for the core
inverse in rings. The vast work on the reverse order law [22, 11, 30] focuses our attention to
discuss reverse order laws for weighted core and dual inverse in a ring.
This paper is organized as follows. Necessary definitions and preliminaries results along
with some results for weighted core inverse in a ring are discussed in Section 2. A few additive
properties of the weighted core and dual core inverses over a ring have been presented in
Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the reverse order law for weighted core and dual core
inverses.
2. Preliminaries
Let R be an unital ring with involution, x→ x∗ satisfying the following
(xy)∗ = y∗x∗, (x+ y)∗ = x∗ + y∗ and (x∗)∗ = x for all x, y ∈ R.
Let us recall the definition of the Dedekind-finite ring, i.e., an unital ring R is said to be
Dedekind-finite ring if xy = 1 implies xy = 1 for all x, y ∈ R. Now we recall the core inverse
which was introduced in [26]. Let a ∈ R. If an element z ∈ R satisfies
(1) aza = a, (2) zaz = z, (3) (az)∗ = az, (6) za2 = a, (7) az2 = z,
then z is called the core inverse of a. However, Xu et al. in [26] discussed the efficient
representation of core inverses, which reduces to
(3) (az)∗ = az, (6) za2 = a, (7) az2 = z.
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The Drazin and weighted core inverse of an element a ∈ R defined [14] as follows.
Definition 2.1. [14] Let a ∈ R. An element z ∈ R satisfying
(
6k
)
zak+1 = ak, (2) zaz = z, (5) az = za, for some k ≥ 1,
is known as the Drazin inverse of a and is denoted by aD.
The group inverse a# of a is a special case of aD when k = 1. The m-weighted core
inverse and n-weighted dual core inverse are defined in [21], as follows.
Definition 2.2. [21] Let a ∈ R and m ∈ R be an invertible element with m∗ = m. Then
an element z ∈ R is said to be m-weighted core inverse if
aza = a, zR = aR, and Rz = Ra∗m.
The m-weighted core inverse of an element a ∈ R is denoted by a#©,m and unique (if exists).
Definition 2.3. [21] Let a ∈ R and n ∈ R be an invertible element with n∗ = n. If an
element y ∈ R satisfies
aya = a, nyR = a∗R, and Ry = Ra,
then y is called n-weighted dual core inverse of a.
The n-weighted dual core inverse is unique (if exists) and it is denoted by an,#©. In
particular, when m = 1, the a#©,m reduces to the core inverse, i.e., a#©. Similarly, for n = 1,
an,#© is known as the dual core inverse of a and is denoted by a#©.
2.1. Representation of weighted core inverse
For convenience, we useR−1,R#,R#©,R#©,m andRn,#© denote the set of all invertible, group,
core, m-weighted core and n-weighted dual core invertible elements of R, respectively. In
addition to these, we use the notation a(λ) for an element of {λ}-inverses of a and a{λ} for
the class of {λ}-inverses of a, where λ ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · }. For instance, an element x ∈ R is
called a 1-inverse of a ∈ R if x satisfies (1), i.e., axa = a and we denote x by a(1). The
following results will be helpful to prove some of our the main results.
Lemma 2.4. [17] Let a ∈ R. Then a is group invertible iff
a = a2s = ta2 for some s, t ∈ R.
Moreover, a# = yas = t2a = as2.
Theorem 2.5. [21] Let m ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element. If a ∈ R# ∩R(1,3
m) = φ, then
(ap)#©,m = (a#©,m)p for any p ∈ N.
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Theorem 2.6. [21] Let a ∈ R and m ∈ R−1 with m∗ = m. Then the following hold.
(i) a ∈ R#©,m and x = a#©,m.
(ii) xax = x, ax2 = x, (max)∗ = max, xa2 = a axa = a.
(iii) (max)∗ = max, xa2 = a, ax2 = x.
(iv) a#©,m = a#aa(1,3
m), for any a(1,3
m) ∈ a{1, 3m}.
(v) a# =
(
a#©,m
)2
a.
(vi) a ∈ R# ∩ R(1,3
m).
Theorem 2.7. [21] Let a ∈ R and n ∈ R−1 with n∗ = n. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) a ∈ Rn,#© and y = an,#©.
(ii) aya = a, yay = y, (nya)∗ = nya, a2y = a, y2a = y.
(iii) (nya)∗ = nya, a2y = a, y2a = y.
(iv) a ∈ R# ∩ R(1,4
n).
(v) an,#© = a
(1,4n)aa#, for any a(1,4
n) ∈ a{1, 4n}.
(vi) a# = a (an,#©)
2.
In view of Theorem 2.6, we obtain the following equivalent representations form-weighted
core inverse.
Lemma 2.8. Let m ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element and a ∈ R. If an element x ∈ R satisfies
axa = a, (max)∗ = max, and ax2 = x, then x = a#©,m.
Proof. Let axa = a and ax2 = x. Then a = a2x2a, which yields a#a = a#a2x2a = ax2a =
xa. Now xa2 = a#a2 = a. Hence x is the m-weighted core inverse of the element a.
Proposition 2.9. Let m ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element and a ∈ R#. Further, let x ∈ R
with (max)∗ = max. If x satisfies either xa2 = a or xa = a#a, then a#©,m = a#ax.
Proof. Let xa2 = a. Then axa = axaa#a = axa2a# = a2a# = a. Thus a ∈ R# ∩ R(1,3
m).
Hence by Theorem 2.6 (iv), a#©,m = a#ax. Similarly, using xa = a#a, we can show x ∈
a{1, 3m}. Which again leads a#©,m = a#ax.
The above proposition is very useful to compute m-weighted core inverse of an element
as shown in the next example.
Example 2.10. Let R = M2(R), a =
(
1 0
−1 0
)
and m =
(
2 1
1 2
)
. If we take x =(
0.5 −0.5
−0.5 0.5
)
, then we can verify that max is symmetric and xa = a#a. Hence by Propo-
sition 2.9, x = a#©,m.
Using Proposition 2.9, we obtain another representations for m-weighted core inverse, as
follows.
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Lemma 2.11. Let m ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element and a ∈ R. If an element x ∈ R
satisfies xax = x, (max)∗ = max, and xa2 = a. then x = a#©,m.
Proof. Let a = xa2. Then aa# = xa2a# = xa. Now axa = a2a# = a. This yields
x ∈ a{1, 3m}. Applying Proposition 2.9, we obtain a#©,m = a#ax = aa#x. Replacing aa# by
xa, we obtain a#©,m = xax = x.
Using Lemma 2.8 and 2.11, the following corollary can be easily proved.
Corollary 2.12. For a ∈ R, if x ∈ a{6, 7}, then x ∈ a{1, 2}.
The following results can be proved for n-weighted core dual inverse,
Lemma 2.13. Let n ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element and a ∈ R. If an element y ∈ R
satisfies aya = a, (nya)∗ = nya, and y2a = y, then y = an,#©.
Proposition 2.14. Let n ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element and a ∈ R#. Further, let y ∈ R
with (nya)∗ = nya. If y satisfies either a2y = a or ay = aa#, then an,#© = yaa
#.
Likewise the m-weighted core inverse, the above proposition will be useful for computing
an,#©.
Example 2.15. Let R = M2(R), a =
(
1 0
−1 0
)
and m =
(
1 0
0 2
)
. If we take y =
(
1 0
0 0
)
,
then we can verify that nya is symmetric and ay = aa#. Hence by Proposition 2.14,
y = an,#©.
Lemma 2.16. Let n ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element and a ∈ R. If an element satisfies
yay = y, (nya)∗ = nya, and a2y = a, then y = an,#©.
Corollary 2.17. For a ∈ R, if y ∈ a{8, 9}, then y ∈ a{1, 2}.
In view of Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 2.11, we obtain the following equivalent characteriza-
tion for weighted core inverse.
Theorem 2.18. Let a, x ∈ R and m ∈ R−1 be such that m∗ = m. Then the following
assertions are equivalent:
(i) a ∈ R#©,m and z = a#©,m.
(ii) a ∈ R#, aza = a, (maz)∗ = maz, and zR ⊆ aR.
(iii) a ∈ R#, zaz = z, (maz)∗ = maz, and aR ⊆ zR.
Similarly, the following theorem can be established for n-weighted dual core inverse.
Theorem 2.19. Let a, y ∈ R and n ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element. Then the following are
equivalent:
(i) a ∈ Rn,#© and y = an,#©.
(ii) a ∈ R#, aya = a, (nya)∗ = nya, and Ry ⊆ Ra.
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(iii) a ∈ R#, yay = y, (nya)∗ = nya, and Ra ⊆ Ry.
We now discus a characterization for m-weighted core inverse.
Theorem 2.20. Let m ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element, a ∈ R# and ab ∈ R#©,m. Then the
relation aR ⊆ babR is valid if and only if a ∈ R#©,m and a#©,m = b(ab)#©,m.
Proof. Using aR ⊆ babR, we get a = babt for some t ∈ R. Now a = b(ab)#©,m(ab)2t.
Therefore, aR ⊆ b(ab)#©,mR. Further, it can be verified that b(ab)#©,m ∈ a{2, 3m}. Finally,
using Theorem 2.18, we obtain that a ∈ R#©,m with a#©,m = b(ab)#©,m.
Conversely, assume that a ∈ R#©,m and a#©,m = b(ab)#©,m. Then aR ⊆ babR is follows
from
a = a#©,ma2 = b(ab)#©,ma2 = bab
(
(ab)#©,m
)2
.
3. Additive properties of weighted core inverse
In this section, we discuss about the existence of (a+b)#©,m and (a−b)#©,m, where a, b ∈ R#©,m.
In addition, the explicit expression for (a + b)#©,m and (a − b)#©,m are presented. We begin
with a lemma which will be helpful to prove the required results.
Lemma 3.1. [6] Let c, d ∈ R# and cd = 0. Then (c+ d) ∈ R#. Moreover,
(c+ d)# = (1− dd#)c# + d#(1− cc#).
The first result of additive properties for m-weighted core inverse is presented below.
Theorem 3.2. Let a, b ∈ R#©,m and m ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element. If a∗mb = 0 and
ab = 0, then a+ b ∈ R#©,m and
(a+ b)#©,m = (1− b#©,mb)a#©,m + b#©,m.
Proof. Let a, b ∈ R#©,m. Then by Theorem 2.6, we obtain a, b ∈ R#. Further,
b# = (b#©,m)2b and a# = (a#©,m)2a. (3.1)
Applying equation (3.1) and Lemma 3.1 to the elements a and b, we have
(a+ b)# = (1− (b#©,m)2b2)(a#©,m)2a+ (b#©,m)2b(1− (a#©,m)2a2).
= (1− b#©,mb)(a#©,m)2a+ (b#©,m)2b(1− a#©,ma). (3.2)
From a∗mb = 0 and ab = 0, we get ab#©,m = ab(b#©,m)2 = 0. In addition,
b#©,ma = b#©,mbb#©,ma = b#©,mm−1(mbb#©,m)∗a = b#©,mm−1(b#©,m)∗b∗ma
= b#©,mm−1(b#©,m)∗(a∗mb)∗ = 0,
a#©,mb = a#©,maa#©,mb = a#©,mm−1(maa#©,m)∗b = a#©,mm−1(a#©,m)∗a∗mb = 0.
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Let y = (1− b#©,mb)a#©,m + b#©,m. Then
m(a + b)y = m(a + b)[(1− b#©,mb)a#©,m + b#©,m]
= ma(1− b#©,mb)a#©,m +mb(1− b#©,mb)a#©,m +mab#©,m +mbb#©,m
= ma(1− b#©,mb)a#©,m +mbb#©,m = maa#©,m +mbb#©,m. (3.3)
Which implies
(m(a+ b)y)∗ =
(
maa#©,m
)∗
+
(
mbb#©,m
)∗
= maa#©,m +mbb#©,m = m(a+ b)y.
Using equation 3.3 (for m = 1), we have
(a + b)y(a+ b) = (aa#©,m + bb#©,m)(a+ b) = aa#©,ma+ aa#©,mb+ bb#©,ma+ bb#©,mb
= aa#©,ma + bb#©,mb = a+ b.
Therefore, y is an {1, 3m}-inverse of the element a. Using Theorem 2.6 (iv) and equation
(3.2), we have
(a+ b)#©,m =
[
(1− b#©,mb)(a#©,m)2a+ (b#©,m)2b(1− a#©,ma)
]
×
(a+ b)
[
(1− b#©,mb)a#©,m + b#©,m
]
= [ (1− b#©,mb)(a#©,m)2a2 + (1− b#©,mb)(a#©,m)2ab+ (b#©,m)2b(1 − a#©,ma)a
+ (b#©,m)2b(1 − a#©,ma)b ]
[
(1− b#©,mb)a#©,m + b#©,m
]
=
[
(1− b#©,mb)a#©,ma + b#©,mb
] [
(1− b#©,mb)a#©,m + b#©,m
]
= (1− b#©,mb)a#©,ma(1− b#©,mb)a#©,m + b#©,mb(1− b#©,mb)a#©,m
+ (1− b#©,mb)a#©,mab#©,m + b#©,mbb#©,m
= (1− b#©,mb)a#©,m + b#©,m.
If we drop the condition ab = 0, then the theorem may not be valid in general. One such
example is given below.
Example 3.3. Let R = M2(R), a =
(
1 2
0 0
)
, b =
(
−1 3
0 0
)
, and m =
(
1 0
0 5
)
. Since
a = a2 and b = −b2, it follows that a and b both are group invertible. Clearly the element
x =
(
1 0
0 0
)
satisfies (max)∗ = max and xa2 = a. Hence by Proposition 2.9, a ∈ R#©,m and
a#©,m = a#ax. Using Proposition 2.14, we can show b ∈ R#©,m. As a + b =
(
0 5
0 0
)
and
(a+ b)2 =
(
0 0
0 0
)
, so (a+ b) /∈ R#. Hence (a+ b) /∈ R#©,m.
If we impose an additional condition ba = 0, then we obtain the following result as a
corollary.
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Corollary 3.4. Let a, b ∈ R#©,m and m ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element. If a∗mb = 0 = ab
and ba = 0 then a+ b ∈ R#©,m and
(a + b)#©,m = a#©,m + b#©,m.
In case of n-weighted dual core inverse, the following results can be established.
Theorem 3.5. Let a, b ∈ R and n ∈ R−1 such that an−1b∗ = 0 = ab, n∗ = n. If a, b ∈ Rn,#©,
then a + b ∈ Rn,#© and
(a+ b)n,#© = an,#© + bn,#©(1− aan,#©).
Corollary 3.6. Let a, b ∈ R and n ∈ R−1 such that ab = 0, an−1b∗ = 0 = ab, n∗ = n. If
a, b ∈ Rn,#©, then a+ b ∈ Rn,#© and
(a+ b)n,#© = an,#© + bn,#©.
With help of the conditions a = ba#©,ma = a, and 2 ∈ R−1, an additional representation
for m-weighted core inverse of sum of two elements discussed below.
Theorem 3.7. Let 2 ∈ R−1, a, b ∈ R#©,m and m ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element. If
ba#©,ma = a, then a + b ∈ R#©,m and
(a+ b)#©,m = −
1
2
a#©,m + b#©,m +
1
2
a#©,mbb#©,m −
1
2
a#©,mab#©,m.
Proof. Let bb#©,ma = a. Then
ab#©,m = ba#©,mab#©,m, ba#©,m = ba#©,maa#©,m = aa#©,m. (3.4)
Using
aa#©,m = ba#©,maa#©,m = bb#©,mba#©,maa#©,m = bb#©,maa#©,m,
we have
aa#©,m = m−1
(
maa#©,m
)∗
= m−1
(
mbb#©,maa#©,m
)
= m−1
(
aa#©,m
)∗ (
mbb#©,m
)∗
= m−1
(
aa#©,m
)∗
mbb#©,m = m−1
(
aa#©,m
)∗
m∗bb#©,m = m−1
(
maa#©,m
)∗
bb#©,m
= aa#©,mbb#©,m.
Hence,
aa#©,m = aa#©,mbb#©,m = bb#©,maa#©,m. (3.5)
Using the above relations, we obtain the following identities.
bb#©,ma#©,m = bb#©,ma
(
a#©,m
)2
= bb#©,mba#©,ma
(
a#©,m
)2
= ba#©,ma
(
a#©,m
)2
= a#©,m, (3.6)
a#©,mbb#©,ma2 = a#©,mbb#©,mba#©,maa = a#©,mba#©,maa = a, (3.7)
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a#©,mbb#©,mab = a#©,mbb#©,mba#©,mab = a#©,mba#©,mab = a#©,mab,
a#©,mab#©,mba = a#©,mab#©,mbba#©,ma = a#©,ma2 = a,
b#©,mba = b#©,mbba#©,ma = ba#©,ma = a, b#©,ma2 = b#©,mba#©,ma2 = a,
b#©,mab = b#©,mba#©,mab = b#©,mba
(
a#©,m
)2
ab = a#©,mab,
a#©,mab#©,mab = a#©,maa#©,mab = a#©,mab. (3.8)
Let x = −1
2
a#©,m + b#©,m + 1
2
a#©,mbb#©,m − 1
2
a#©,mab#©,m. Using (3.4) and (3.5), we obtain
(a + b)x = (a+ b)
(
−
1
2
a#©,m + b#©,m +
1
2
a#©,mbb#©,m −
1
2
a#©,mab#©,m
)
= −
1
2
aa#©,m + ab#©,m +
1
2
aa#©,mbb#©,m −
1
2
ab#©,m
−
1
2
ba#©,m + bb#©,m +
1
2
ba#©,mbb#©,m −
1
2
ba#©,mab#©,m
= −
1
2
aa#©,m +
1
2
ab#©,m +
1
2
aa#©,m −
1
2
aa#©,m + bb#©,m +
1
2
aa#©,mbb#©,m −
1
2
ab#©,m
= bb#©,m,
which implies that
(m(a + b)x)∗ = (mbb#©,m)∗ = mbb#©,m = m(a + b)x.
Using (3.6), we have
(a+ b)x2 = bb#©,m
(
−
1
2
a#©,m + b#©,m +
1
2
a#©,mbb#©,m −
1
2
a#©,mab#©,m
)
= −
1
2
bb#©,ma#©,m + b#©,m +
1
2
bb#©,ma#©,mbb#©,m −
1
2
bb#©,ma#©,mab#©,m
−
1
2
a#©,m + b#©,m +
1
2
a#©,mbb#©,m −
1
2
a#©,mab#©,m
= x.
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Using (3.7) and (3.8), we obtain
x(a+ b)2 =
(
−
1
2
a#©,m + b#©,m +
1
2
a#©,mbb#©,m −
1
2
a#©,mab#©,m
)
(a+ b)2
=
(
−
1
2
a#©,m + b#©,m +
1
2
a#©,mbb#©,m −
1
2
a#©,mab#©,m
)
(a2 + b2 + ab+ ba)
= −
1
2
a−
1
2
a#©,mb2 −
1
2
a#©,mab−
1
2
a#©,mba+ b#©,ma2 + b+ b#©,mab+ b#©,mba
+
1
2
a#©,mbb#©,ma2 +
1
2
a#©,mb2 +
1
2
a#©,mbb#©,mab+
1
2
a#©,mbb#©,mba
−
1
2
a#©,mab#©,ma2 −
1
2
a#©,mab#©,mb2 −
1
2
a#©,mab#©,mab−
1
2
a#©,mab#©,mba
= −
1
2
a−
1
2
a#©,mb2 −
1
2
a#©,mab−−
1
2
a#©,mba + a+ b+ a#©,mab+ a+
1
2
a+
1
2
a#©,mb2
+
1
2
a#©,mab+
1
2
a#©,mba−
1
2
a−
1
2
a#©,mab−
1
2
a#©,mab−
1
2
a
= a + b.
Hence, by the Theorem 2.6, we have
(a+ b)#©,m = −
1
2
a#©,m + b#©,m +
1
2
a#©,mbb#©,m −
1
2
a#©,mab#©,m.
Next, we discus a characterization for difference of m-weighted core inverse of two ele-
ments in a ring.
Theorem 3.8. Let a, b ∈ R#©,m and m ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element. If a = aa#©,mb =
ba#©,ma, then a− b ∈ R#©,m and
(a− b)#©,m = aa#©,mb#©,m − b#©,m.
Proof. Let a = aa#©,mb. Then ab#©,m = aa#©,mbb#©,m. From the proof of Theorem 3.7, we
have
aa#©,m = aa#©,mbb#©,m, b#©,mba = a = aa#©,mb#©,mba = b#©,ma2,
b#©,mab = a#©,mab = aa#©,mb#©,mab,
baa#©,mb#©,m = ba#©,ma2a#©,mb#©,m = a2a#©,mb#©,m.
Let x = aa#©,mb#©,m − b#©,m. Then
(a− b)x = (a− b)
(
aa#©,mb#©,m − b#©,m
)
= a2a#©,mb#©,m − ab#©,m − ba#©,mb#©,m + bb#©,m
= −aa#©,mbb#©,m + bb#©,m
= −aa#©,m + bb#©,m,
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which shows that
(m(a− b)x)∗ = −(maa#©,m)∗ + (mbb#©,m)∗ = −maa#©,m +mbb#©,m = m(a− b)x.
Now,
(a− b)x2 = (−aa#©,m + bb#©,m)(aa#©,mb#©,m − b#©,m)
= −aa#©,mb#©,m + aa#©,mb#©,m + bb#©,maa#©,mb#©,m − b#©,m
= aa#©,mbb#©,mb#©,m − b#©,m
= aa#©,mb#©,m − b#©,m = x.
Again,
x(a− b)2 = (aa#©,mb#©,m − b#©,m)(a2 + b2 − ab− ba)
= aa#©,mb#©,ma2 + aa#©,mb− aa#©,mb#©,mab− aa#©,mb#©,mba− b#©,ma2 − b
+ b#©,mab+ b#©,mba
= a + aa#©,mb− a#©,mab− a− a− b+ a#©,mab+ a
= a− b.
Finally, with the help of Theorem 2.6, the required result can be established.
4. Reverse order law
In this this section, we will discuss the existence of reverse order order law for both m-
weighted core and n-weighted dual core inverses. In addition, a few mixed-type reverse
order law are discussed. The very first result contain two sufficient conditions for the reverse
order law for weighted core inverse.
Theorem 4.1. Let a, b ∈ R#©,m and m ∈ R−1 with m∗ = m. If
a#©,mb = b#©,ma and aa#©,m = ba#©,m,
then
(ab)
#©,m = b#©,ma#©,m =
(
a#©,m
)2
= (a2)#©,m.
Proof. Let a#©,mb = b#©,ma. Then
b#©,ma#©,m = (b#©,ma)(a#©,m)2 = a#©,mba#©,ma#©,m = a#©,maa#©,ma#©,m = (a#©,m)2.
From Lemma 2.5, we get b#©,ma#©,m = (a#©,m)2 = (a2)#©,m. Now we will verify that, b#©,ma#©,m
is the m-weighted core inverse of ab. Let x = b#©,ma#©,m. Then
(mabx)∗ = (mabb#©,ma#©,m)∗ =
(
ma(ba#©,m)a#©,m
)∗
= (maaa#©,ma#©,m)∗
= (maa#©,m)∗ = maa#©,m = mabx,
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x(ab)2 = b#©,ma#©,m(ab)2 = (a#©,m)2ab(a)b = (a#©,m)2a(ba#©,m)a2b
= (a#©,m)2a2a#©,ma2b = (a#©,m)2a3b = ab, and
abx2 = ab(b#©,ma#©,m)2 = ab(a#©,m)4 = a(ba#©,m)(a#©,m)3 = a2(a#©,m)4 = (a#©,m)2
= b#©,ma#©,m = x.
Therefore, (ab)#©,m = b#©,ma#©,m.
Corollary 4.2. Let a, b ∈ R#©,m. Assume that m ∈ R−1 is a hermitian element. If a#©,mb =
b#©,ma and aa#©,m = ba#©,m, then (ab)
#©,m = b#©,ma#©,m.
The converse of the above corollary is not true in general as shown in the next example.
Example 4.3. Let R = M2(R), a =
(
1 0
0 0
)
, m =
(
1 0
0 2
)
and b =
(
−1 1
0 0
)
.
Using Theorem 2.6 (iv), one can find a#©,m =
(
1 0
0 0
)
, b#©,m =
(
−1 0
0 0
)
= (ab)#©,m.
Thus (ab)#©,m = b#©,ma#©,m. However,
a#©,mb =
(
−1 1
0 0
)
6=
(
−1 0
0 0
)
= b#©,ma.
The following result can be verified for n-weighted dual core inverse.
Theorem 4.4. Let n ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element and a, b ∈ Rn,#©. If
abn,#© = ban,#© and bn,#©b = bn,#©a,
then
(ab)n,#© = bn,#©an,#© = (bn,#©)
2 = (b2)n,#©.
In view of the Theorem 4.4 we can state the following result as a corollary.
Corollary 4.5. Let n ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element and a, b ∈ Rn,#©. If
abn,#© = ban,#© and bn,#©b = bn,#©a,
then
(ab)n,#© = bn,#©an,#©.
The converse of the above corollary is not true in general as shown in the following
example.
Example 4.6. Let R = M2(R), a =
(
1 0
−1 0
)
, n =
(
1 0
0 2
)
and b =
(
−1 0
1 0
)
.
Using Theorem 2.7 (iv), one can find an,#© =
(
1 0
0 0
)
, bn,#© =
(
−1 0
0 0
)
= (ab)n,#©.
Thus (ab)#©,m = b#©,ma#©,m. However,
bn,#©b =
(
1 0
0 0
)
6=
(
−1 0
0 0
)
= bn,#©,ma.
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A few necessary condition for the reverse order law are established in the following
theorems.
Theorem 4.7. Let m ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element and a, b ∈ R#©,m. If (ab)#©,m =
b#©,ma#©,m, then
(i) ab = bb#©,mab = b#©,mbab;
(ii) b#©,maR ⊆ abR ⊆ baR;
(iii) bb#©,ma#©,m ∈ c{3m, 6}, where c = abb#©,m.
Proof. (i) Let, (ab)#©,m = b#©,ma#©,m. Then
ab = (ab)#©,m(ab)2 = b#©,ma#©,m(ab)2 = b(b#©,m)2a#©,m(ab)2
= bb#©,m(b#©,ma#©,m)(ab)2 = bb#©,m(ab)#©,m(ab)2 = bb#©,mab.
and
ab = (ab)#©,m(ab)2 = b#©,mb
(
b#©,ma#©,m(ab)2
)
= b#©,mbab.
(ii) From (i), we obtain
ab = bb#©,mab = bb#©,ma#©,ma2b = b(ab)#©,ma2b = bab((ab)#©,m)2a2b.
Thus abR ⊆ baR. Further from
b#©,ma = b#©,ma#©,ma2 = (ab)#©,ma2 = ab((ab)#©,m)2a2, we obtain(
b#©,ma
)
R ⊆ (ab)R.
(iii) bb#©,ma#©,m ∈ c{3m} is follows from the following
(mcbb#©,ma#©,m)∗ = (mabb#©,mbb#©,ma#©,m)∗ = (mabb#©,ma#©,m)∗
= (mab(ab)#©,m)∗ = mab(ab)#©,m = mcbb#©,ma#©,m.
Using ab = bb#©,mab from part (a), we obtain
bb#©,ma#©,mc2 = bb#©,ma#©,ma(bb#©,mab)b#©,m
= bb#©,ma#©,ma2bb#©,m = bb#©,mabb#©,m = abb#©,m.
Hence bb#©,ma#©,m ∈ c{6} and completes the proof.
We now discuss a sufficient condition for m-weighted core inverse.
Theorem 4.8. Let a, b ∈ R#©,m and m ∈ R−1 with m = m∗. If a2 = ba, then
(i) ab ∈ R#©,m and (ab)#©,m = b#©,ma#©,m;
(ii) abb#©,m ∈ R#©,m and
(
abb#©,m
)#©,m
= bb#©,ma#©,m.
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Proof. (i) Using a2 = ba repetitively, we get
a = a2a# = baa# = b#©,mb2aa# = b#©,mba2a# = b#©,ma3a# = b#©,ma2, (4.1)
and
aa#©,m = a2(a#©,m)2 = ba(a#©,m)2 = ba#©,m. (4.2)
Applying Equation (4.1), we get
a#©,m = a(a#©,m)2 = b#©,ma2(a#©,m)2 = b#©,mba(a#©,m)2 = b#©,mba#©,m, (4.3)
and
b#©,ma#©,m(ab)2 = b#©,ma#©,ma(ba)b = b#©,ma#©,ma3b = b#©,ma2b = ab.
From Equation (4.3), we have
(mabb#©,ma#©,m)∗ = (mabb#©,mb#©,mba#©,m)∗ = (mab#©,mba#©,m)∗
= (maa#©,m)∗ = maa#©,m = mabb#©,ma#©,m.
Further, from Equations (4.1) and (4.3), we obtain
ab(b#©,ma#©,m)2 = abb#©,ma#©,mb#©,ma2(a#©,m)3 = abb#©,ma#©,ma(a#©,m)3
= abb#©,m(a#©,m)3 = abb#©,mb#©,mba#©,m(a#©,m)2
= ab#©,mba#©,m(a#©,m)2 = a(a#©,m)3
= b#©,ma2(a#©,m)3 = b#©,ma#©,m.
Thus using Lemma 2.8, we conclude that b#©,ma#©,m is the m-weighted core inverse of
ab, which proves first part of the theorem.
(ii) Applying equation (4.2) and (4.3), we have a#©,m = b#©,mba#©,m and ba#©,m = aa#©,m,
which shows that
bb#©,ma#©,m = bb#©,m
(
ba#©,m
)
= b#©,maa#©,m.
Therefore,
bb#©,ma#©,m
(
abb#©,m
)2
= b#©,m
(
aa#©,ma
) (
bb#©,mab
)
b#©,m = b#©,maabb#©,m =
(
b#©,mbab
)
b#©,m
= abb#©,m,
which shows that bb#©,ma#©,m ∈ abb#©,m{7}. Using part (i) of this theorem and part
(iii) of Theorem 4.7, we have bb#©,ma#©,m ∈ abb#©,m{3m, 6}. Finally, with the help of
Theorem 2.6, we obtain the required result.
One can prove the following result for n-weighted dual core inverse.
Theorem 4.9. Let a, b ∈ Rn,#© and n ∈ R
−1 with n = n∗. If b2 = ba, then ab ∈ Rn,#© and
(ab)n,#© = bn,#©an,#©.
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A few necessary and sufficient condition for m-weighted core inverse are presented below.
Theorem 4.10. Let m ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element and a, b, ab ∈ R#©,m and a∗mbR =
mba∗R. Then
(ab)#©,m = b#©,ma#©,m
if and only if
(i) (b#©,ma)R ⊆ (ab)R ⊆ (ba)R
(ii) mbb#©,maa#©,m = maa#©,mbb#©,m or bb#©,maa#©,m = aa#©,mbb#©,m
Proof. Let (ab)#©,m = b#©,ma#©,m. Then the result (i) follows from Theorem 4.7. Further,
ab = b#©,ma#©,m(ab)2 = b(b#©,m)2a#©,m(ab)2 = bb#©,mab. (4.4)
Using the relation of (a∗mb)R = (mba∗)R, we obtain b∗ma = uab∗m for some u ∈ R. In
addition,
b∗ma = ua(mb)∗ = ua(mbb#©,mb)∗ = uab∗(mbb#©,m)∗ = uab∗mbb#©,m
= b∗mabb#©,m. (4.5)
Using (ab)R ⊆ (ba)R, equation(4.4), and equation (4.5), we obtain
mbb#©,maa#©,m = (mbb#©,m)∗aa#©,m = (b#©,m)∗b∗maa#©,m
= (b#©,m)∗b∗mabb#©,ma#©,m = (mbb#©,m)∗abb#©,ma#©,m
= mbb#©,mabb#©,ma#©,m = mabb#©,ma#©,m (4.6)
= (mabb#©,ma#©,m)∗ = (mbb#©,mm−1maa#©,m)∗
= (maa#©,m)∗m−1(mbb#©,m)∗ = maa#©,mbb#©,m.
Conversely, let (ab)R ⊆ (ba)R. This yields ab = bau for some u ∈ R and
ab = bau = bb#©,mbau = bb#©,mab. (4.7)
Using equation (4.7) along with (a∗mb)R = (mba∗)R, we can easily prove (like equation
(4.6) )
mbb#©,maa#©,m = mabb#©,ma#©,m or bb#©,maa#©,m = abb#©,ma#©,m (4.8)
Combining mbb#©,maa#©,m = maa#©,mbb#©,m and equation(4.8), we get
(mabb#©,ma#©,m)∗ = (mbb#©,maa#©,m)∗ = maa#©,mbb#©,m = mabb#©,ma#©,m .
From (b#©a)R ⊆ (ab)R and second part of equation (4.8), we obtain
ab(b#©,ma#©,m)2 = bb#©,maa#©,mb#©,ma#©,m = aa#©,mbb#©,mb#©,ma#©,m
= aa#©,m(b#©,ma)(a#©,m)2 = aa#©,m(abv)(a#©,m)2
= (abv)(a#©,m)2 = (b#©,ma)(a#©,m)2 = b#©,ma#©,m.
Further, ab = bb#©,mab = bb#©,maa#©,mab = abb#©,ma#©,mab. Thus by Lemma 2.8, b#©,ma#©,m is
the m-weighted core inverse of ab.
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Theorem 4.11. Let a, b, ab ∈ R#©,m and m ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element. Then
(ab)#©,m = b#©,ma#©,m
if and only if
b(ab)#©,m = bb#©,ma#©,m and abb#©,m = b#©,mbabb#©,m.
Proof. Necessary part of this theorem can be proved using Theorem 4.7. Now will prove
the sufficient part. For this, let us assume that b(ab)#©,m = bb#©,ma#©,m and abb#©,m =
b#©,mbabb#©,m. Then
a
(
bb#©,ma#©,m
)
ab = ab(ab)#©,mab = ab and
(mabb#©,ma#©,m)∗ = (mab(ab)#©,m)∗ = mab(ab)#©,m = mabb#©,ma#©,m.
This leads b#©,ma#©,m ∈ ab{1, 3m}. Furthermore,
b#©,ma#©,m = b#©,m
(
bb#©,ma#©,m
)
= b#©,mb(ab)#©,m = b#©,mbab
(
(ab)#©,m
)2
=
(
b#©,mbabb#©,m
)
b
(
(ab)#©,m
)2
= abb#©,mb
(
(ab)#©,m
)2
,
which implies that b#©,ma#©,mR ⊆ abR. Finally, using Theorem 2.18, we have
(ab)#©,m = b#©,ma#©,m.
Theorem 4.12. Let a, b ∈ R#©,m and m ∈ R−1 with m = m∗. Then the following statements
are equivalent:
(i) ab, ba ∈ R#©,m with a#©,mb#©,m = (ba)#©,m, b#©,ma#©,m = (ab)#©,m.
(ii) baa#©,m, abb#©,m ∈ R#©,m with bb#©,ma#©,m = (abb#©,m)#©,m. aa#©,mb#©,m =
(
baa#©,m
)#©,m
,
baR = (ba)2R and abR = (ab)2R.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) Clearly, (ab)2R = abR and (ba)2R = baR. Using symmetry, it is enough
to show that aba#©,m ∈ R#©,m with
(
abb#©,m
)#©,m
= bb#©,ma#©,m. Using Theorem 4.7, we obtain
bb#©,ma#©,m ∈ abb#©,m{3m, 6} and baR = abR. From the range condition baR = abR, we have
ba = abt for some t ∈ R. Now
abb#©,m
(
bb#©,ma#©,m
)2
= abb#©,ma#©,mbb#©,ma#©,m = ab(ab)#©,mb(ab)#©,m
= ab(ab)#©,mbab
(
(ab)#©,m
)2
=
(
ab(ab)#©,mab
)
ub
(
(ab)#©,m
)2
= abub
(
(ab)#©,m
)2
= bab
(
(ab)#©,m
)2
= b(ab)#©,m
= bb#©,ma#©,m.
Using Theorem 2.6, we obtain abb#©,m ∈ R#©,m. with
(
abb#©,m
)#©,m
= bb#©,ma#©,m.
(ii) ⇒ (i) From given hypothesis (abb#©,m)#©,m = bb#©,ma#©,m, we obtain
b#©,ma#©,mabb#©,ma#©,m = b#©,m(bb#©,ma#©,mabb#©,mbb#©,ma#©,m) = b#©,mbb#©,ma#©,m = b#©,ma#©,m
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and
abb#©,ma#©,m = abb#©,mbb#©,ma#©,m = abb#©,m
(
abb#©,m
)#©,m
,
which yield b#©,ma#©,m ∈ ab{2, 3m}. Furthermore, we have
abb#©,m = bb#©,ma#©,m
(
abb#©,m
)2
= b#©,mb
(
bb#©,ma#©,m
(
abb#©,m
)2)
= b#©,mbabb#©,m. (4.9)
Using equation (4.9) bb#©,mb = b#©,mbabb#©,mb. Thus ab = b#©,mbab. Similarly, we can derive
that a#©,maba = ba. Therefore,
ab = b#©,m(ba)b = b#©,ma#©,m(ab)2,
which implies abR ⊆ b#©,ma#©,mR and Rab = R(ab)2. It can be noted from Lemma 2.4 and
abR = (ab)2R, that ab ∈ R#. Further, using Theorem 2.18, we claim that ab ∈ R#©,m with
(ab)#©,m = b#©,ma#©,m. Similarly, we can prove ba ∈ R#©,m and (ba)#©,m = a#©,mb#©,m.
We now present one result based on Dedekind-finite ring.
Corollary 4.13. Suppose that R is a Dedekind-finite ring. If m ∈ R−1 is a hermitian
element and a, b ∈ R#©,m, then the following are equivalent.
(i) ba, ab ∈ R#©,m and b#©,ma#©,m = (ab)#©,m, a#©,mb#©,m = (ba)#©,m.
(ii) baa#©,m, abb#©,m ∈ R#©,m and
(
baa#©,m
)#©,m
= aa#©,mb#©,m,
(
abb#©,m
)#©,m
= bb#©,ma#©,m.
Proof. In the view of Theorem 4.12, it is enough to show that ba and ab are regular. Let us
assume that bb#©,ma#©,m =
(
abb#©,m
)#©,m
. Therefore,
bb#©,mabb#©,m = bb#©,m
(
bb#©,ma#©,m
(
abb#©,m
)2)
= bb#©,ma#©,m
(
abb#©,m
)2
= abb#©,m.
This implies
ab =
(
abb#©,m
)
b = bb#©,mabb#©,mb = bb#©,mab =
(
bb#©,ma#©,m
)
a2b = abb#©,m
(
bb#©,ma#©,m
)2
aab.
Hence, ab is regular. Using the hypothesis aa#©,mb#©,m =
(
baa#©,m
)#©,m
, one can derive that
ba is regular in a similar way.
To prove an equivalent characterization for mixed-type reverse order law, we use the
Cline’s formula [7], as follows.
Lemma 4.14. [7] Let x, y ∈ R. If xy is Darzin invertible, then yx is also Darzin invertible
and (yx)D = y
(
(xy)D
)2
x.
Theorem 4.15. Let m ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element and a, b ∈ R#©,m. Then the following
are equivalent:
(i) a#©,mab = baa#©,m, b#©,mba = abb#©,m and aa#©,mb#©,m = b#©,ma#©,ma.
(ii) ab, ba ∈ R# with (ab)# = b#©,ma#©,m, (ba)# = a#©,mb#©,m.
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Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) Using the given hypothesis, we obtain
abb#©,m(a#©,mab) = abb#©,mbaa#©,m = a
(
baa#©,m
)
= aa#©,mab = ab,
(
b#©,ma#©,ma
)
bb#©,ma#©,m = aa#©,mb#©,mbb#©,ma#©,m =
(
aa#©,mb#©,m
)
a#©,m
= b#©,ma#©,maa#©,m = b#©,ma#©,m,
and
b#©,m
(
a#©,mab
)
=
(
b#©,mba
)
a#©,m = abb#©,ma#©,m.
It follows that b#©,ma#©,m ∈ ab{1, 2, 5}. Hence, (ab)# = b#©,ma#©,m. Similarly, we can prove
that (ba)# = a#©,mb#©,m.
(ii) ⇒ (i) From the given hypothesis (ab)# = b#©,ma#©,m, we obtain
ab = b#©,ma#©,m(ab)2 = b#©,mb
(
b#©,ma#©,m(ab)2
)
= b#©,mbab and
ab = (ab)2b#©,ma#©,m =
(
(ab)2b#©,ma#©,m
)
aa#©,m = abaa#©,m.
Similarly, using (ba)# = a#©,mb#©,m, we have ba = a#©,maba = babb#©,m. Therefore,
a#©,mab =
(
a#©,maba
)
a#©,m = baa#©,m and b#©,mba =
(
b#©,mbab
)
b#©,m = abb#©,m.
Since ab, ba ∈ R#, using Lemma 4.14, we have a(ba)# = ab
(
(ab)#
)2
= a = (ab)#a. Which
implies that aa#©,mb#©,m = b#©,ma#©,ma.
The last result of reverse order law uses unitary condition of m-weighted core inverse.
Theorem 4.16. Let m ∈ R−1 be a hermitian element and a, b, ab ∈ R#©,m.
(i) If the element b is unitary and b∗a#©,mR ⊆ a#©,mR, then
(ab)#©,m = b∗a#©,m.
(ii) If the element a is unitary and aR ⊆ bR, then
(ab)#©,m = b#©,ma∗.
Proof. (i) Let b∗a#©,mR ⊆ a#©,mR. Then b∗a#©,m = a#©,mu for some u ∈ R. Now
abb∗a#©,mab = aa#©,mab = ab,
(mabb∗a#©,m)∗ = (maa#©,m)∗ = maa#©,m = mabb∗a#©,m, and
ab(b∗a#©,m)2 = aa#©,mb∗a#©,m = aa#©,ma#©,mu = a#©,mu = b∗a#©,m.
Thus by Lemma 2.8, (ab)#©,m = b∗a#©,m.
(ii) Let aR ⊆ bR. Then a = bu for some u ∈ R and
b#©,ma∗(ab)2 = b#©,mbab = b#©,mb2ub = bub = ab.
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Applying Lemma 2.12, we have
b#©,ma∗abb#©,ma∗ = b#©,mbb#©,ma∗ = b#©,ma∗.
Further,
(mabb#©,ma∗)∗ = (aa∗mabb#©,ma∗)∗ = abb#©,ma∗maa ∗
= abb#©,maa∗a∗maa∗ = abb#©,mbua∗a∗maa ∗
= a2(a∗)2maa∗ = maa∗ = maaa∗a∗
= mabu(a∗)2 = mabb#©,mbu(a∗)2
= mabb#©,ma∗.
Hence by Lemma 2.11, (ab)#©,m = b#©a∗.
5. Conclusion
We have discussed a few additive properties of the weighted core and dual core inverse in a
ring. In addition to that some reverse order law and mixed-type reverse order law for these
inverses are investigated. This paper has not been addressed in the following problems and
the possibilities for further research.
• It will be interesting to investigate some kind of additive properties for weighted core-
EP inverse.
• To find an explicit form of the additive properties in terms of other generalized inverses.
• The reverse order law can be extended to the multiple element products in a ring.
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